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I. FiIl up the blanks

Diagramatic representation of karyotlpe is called

The genetics ofblood group in human is controlled by

Tendency ofgenes to be iriherite<i together is due to the phenomenon of
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between homologous chromosomes at

1.

2.

3.

4. Genotypic and phenotypic ratio will be same when there is

dominance

.An unpaired chrprnosDnie during meiosis is called

Synapsis involves

meiosis

7. A diploid organisnr rvi:i'. one extra cltcmcscme is called

Slate True or False

8. No genes ate common to both the X and Y chromosomes

9. Teiomeres make the ends of clu'omosomes stable

10. Crossing over is due to the formation of chiasmata

II. Wrile short notes / answers an AN! TEN ( 10 x 3 : 30)

1. Define Mendel's Law of inheritance

2. What are the differences between macromutant and micromutaat?

3. What aro the different ryPes of RNA?

4. What is Lac operon?

5. Distinguish crossing over and linkage

6. What is genetic code?

5.

6.



7. What is the difference between mutagen and mutant?

8. What is pleiotropism?

9. What is incomplete penetrance?

i0. What is transcription?

1 1. What is plasma gene?

12. What is multiple allele?

III. Write short essays on ANY SIX of the following
1. List out the factors aflecting crossing over.

2. Discuss about the methods for estimation of linkage.

3, Write about paracentric and pericentric inversion

4. Enumerate the functions of mitochondria and chloroplast.

5. What is preformation theory and epigenetic theory?

6. Explain about multiple factor hypothesis with examples.

7. Chardcteristic features of mutation

8. What are the different types of gene action?

IV, Write essay on ANY ONE

(6 x5: 30)

(1x10=10)
1. Write in detail abollt structural chromosomal aberrations with diagrams.

2. Discuss about the different models of DNA replication and Meseison and Stahls

experiment.


